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Introduction. Coherent scattering reactions on nuclei often is used to study
dynamics of production and rescattering of meson resonances off the nucleons in-
side nuclei. A particular case of such process is the coherent photoproduction of
vector mesons on deuterium. Because of the large photon-vector meson coupling
the cross section of such process is large, and at high energies and low momen-
tum transfer is well understood in the framework of the vector meson dominance
(VMD) model [1]. The deuteron is the best understood nucleus, and the distance
scales (coherence length and formation length) reachable at JLAB are compara-
ble to the inter-nucleon distance in the deuteron. Coherent production of vector
mesons of deuterium at momentum transfer ¡t · 1 :5 ( GeV=c) 2 can be described
by single and double scattering mechanisms. Single scattering, where only one
nucleon participates in the interaction, dominates in transferred momentum range
¡t · 0 :4 ( GeV=c) 2. The t – dependence in this case will follow the deuteron form
factor. In transferred momentum range ¡t > 0 :4 ( GeV=c) 2, the rescattering mecha-
nism dominates, where photon interacts with one of the nucleons inside the target,
produces an intermediate hadronic state which subsequently rescatters from the
second nucleon before forming the final state vector meson.

Mechanism of coherent production of Á meson on deuterium was studied
using CLAS photoproduction data on deuterium for incoming photon energies up
to 3 :6 GeV [2]. In this analysis coherent photoproduction of ¼+¼¡ pairs is studied in
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order to obtain information on coherent ½0 production in the reaction °+d! d+½0

with ½0 ! ¼+¼¡. In the analysis of coherent ½0 production, t-dependence of the
cross section will be studied for different photon energy bins ranging from 1.1
GeV to 5.75 GeV. Number of ½0 events will be extracted from fits to the invariant
mass distributions of ¼+¼¡ pairs in each kinematic bin. Here we present method of
identification of coherent ¼+¼¡ production of deuterium. Analysis uses data from
CLAS ”eg3” experiment [3]. Experiment run with tagged bremsstrahlung photon
beam of up to 5.75 GeV and 40 cm long liquid deuterium target.

Data analysis. In the analysis only final states with two positive and one neg-
ative particles were considered. It was assumed that the heaviest positive particle
(as defined by the CLAS time-of-flight system [4]) is a deuteron. Other two tracks
were considered as ¼+ and ¼¡ mesons. The first simple requirement to identify the
reaction is to have all detected particles originated from the same region of the
target and have close relative distance between their vertexes. Fig. 1a presents
Z-vertex (along the beam line) distribution of ¼+ mesons. The nominal length of
the eg3 liquid deuterium target is 40 cm. Target cell was aligned along the beam
to have liquid deuterium between Z = -70 cm and Z = -30 cm. CLAS tracking
resolution for Z-vertex determination for ¼+ is » 0 :5 cm. This was determined from
the fit to a thin, 1 5 ¹m, Al foil position at Z = -16 cm. In order to avoid events that
are produced in the target cell windows, it was required to have ¼+ Z-vertex in the
range from -68.5 cm to -31.5 cm (3¾ into the liquid target from positions of the tar-
get cell windows). These cuts are shown with bold lines in Fig. 1a. Distribution of
the difference between Z-vertexes of ¼+ and ¼¡ is shown in Fig. 1b. Distribution is
fitted with Gaussian function. The bold lines at §2 :4 cm correspond to §3 ¾ cut on
this difference for selection of ¼+¼¡ pairs produced from the same vertex position.

According to simulations, in the kinematic region of interest in the reaction
° + d! d+ ½0 the recoil deuteron will have momentum less than 1.5 GeV. In Fig.
2a momentum distribution of heaviest positive particle, which is assumed to be a
deuteron, is presented. A cut on momentum < 1 :5 GeV have been applied to select
deuterons that are most relevant for this analysis. Note that at high momenta the
separation of deuterons and protons is more difficult.

If the detected particles originate from the same reaction they should have
the same time of origination or as often it is called, the same vertex time. The
vertex time, tV , of a particle with measured momentum p and nominal mass m is
calculated in the following way:

tV = t¡ R

¯c
; ( 1 )

where t is the time measured in the time-of-flight counter where particle is detected,
R is the path length of the particle from the production vertex to the time-of-flight
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counter, c is the speed of light, and ¯ = p=
p
p2 +m2 is the particle velocity. Vertex

times for all final state particles were calculated using measured momenta and
assumed nominal masses. If the hypothesis on the particle type (mass) is right
then the difference of vertex times of final state particles should be zero. The main
background to the hypothesis made above for type of three final state particles,
¼+¼¡d, is the final state ¼+¼¡p, where proton can be miss identified as a deuteron.

In Fig. 2b the vertex time differences of ¼¡ and the heaviest positively charged
particle are plotted with two assumptions. On Y-axis is the difference when a pos-
itively charged particle is assumed to be a deuteron, on X-axis positively charged
particle is assumed to be a proton. Events distributed around zero on X axis corre-
spond to cases when heaviest positive particle is a proton. Events with vertex time
difference at zero on Y-axis are final states with deuteron. In order to select events
for coherent ¼+¼¡ pairs production, analysis cut t¼ ¡ tp < ¡ 6 :5 ns was applied (cut
shown with bold line in Fig. 2b). While the main part of the background due to
deuteron misidentification is above the cut, due to accidentals and time resolution
tails, misidentified deuterons can occur below the cut as well. For further reduc-
tion of the background due to misidentification of deuterons, cut on the vertex
time difference between ¼¡ and d is applied. The time difference is momentum
– depended and at low momentum range effected by energy loss in the target.
In Fig.3a ¼-d vertex time difference is plotted versus deuteron momentum. Two
red dashed curves indicates applied mean§ 3 ¾ cut, where the mean and ¾ were
determined after fitting the vertex time difference in a small momentum bins with
Gaussian function.

Since we are considering fully exclusive reaction, where all outgoing particles
are detected, the total four momentum of detected final state particles should be
equal to the total momentum of incident particles. Therefore, the total perpendic-
ular momentum in the final state should be zero, P? = 0 , where P? =

q
P 2x + P 2y is

constructed from the perpendicular components of momenta of final state particles
Px =

P
i
P i
x and Py =

P
i
P i
y, i = d; ¼+; ¼¡. In Fig. 3b the distribution of P? for events

selected after Z-vertex, Pd, and vertex time cuts. The peak below P? < 0 :1 GeV/c
corresponds to events in the exclusive final state. A cut on P? < 0 :1 1 GeV=c has
been applied to reject most of non-exclusive background events.

In high intensity photoproduction experiments within the coincidence time
window between CLAS and the photon tagger [5] (» 1 5 ns), more than one photon
can be detected. The standard way to identify the photon that produced triggered
event in CLAS is shrinking the coincidence time window down to less than 2 ns.
This time window is defined by the accelerator RF frequency that is 1497 MHz.
Every third bunch is sent to each of the experimental Halls, making frequency of
the beam on the target 499 MHz, or every 2.004 ns. Probability of having more than
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one tagged photon from the same beam bunch is very low. Therefore timing cut
< 2 ns between vertex time of a particle detected in CLAS and the time of photon
interaction with the target is a powerful cut to select right photon in the tagger.

For a fully exclusive final state there is another constraint for selecting the
right photon in the tagger. The sum of Z-components of momenta of detected
particles should be equal to the energy of incoming photon. In Fig. 4a E° ¡

P
P i
Z

is plotted versus the vertex time difference between ¼¡ and the photon in the
tagger. One can clearly see vertical bends in 2 ns intervals. The bend at zero has
large concentration at E° ¡

P
PZ = 0 , that corresponds to events for fully exclusive

(¼+¼¡d) final state with correct photon selected. Events within §1 ns interval were
selected for further analysis.

After selecting the right photon in the tagger, the missing mass of the detected
final state is studied, see Fig. 4b. The final cut for selection of the fully exclusive
final state ¼+¼¡d was performed on the missing mass and was § 0 :0 0 5 GeV2.

Summary. In this work criteria for selection of events in coherent photopro-
duction of ¼+¼¡ pair on deuterium are developed. For analysis, data from eg3
experiment at Jefferson Lab are used. It is shown that cuts on the vertex time, on
the perpendicular momentum, and on the total energy sum are crucial for selecting
¼+¼¡d final state events. This final state will be used to investigate dynamics of
coherent ½0 photoproduction reaction on deuterium.
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Í. Ð. Áàëàñàíÿí, Ñ. Ã. Ñòåïàíÿí, À. Ñ. Äàíàãóëÿí

Èäåíòèôèêàöèÿ êîãåðåíòíî ðîæäåííûõ ( ¼+¼¡ ) ïàð ïðè ðàññåÿíèè

âûñîêîýíåðåãåòè÷åñêîãî ôîòîíà íà äåéòðîíå

Èññëåäîâàíî êoãåðåíòíîå ðîæäåíèå ( ¼+¼¡ ) ïàð ñ èñïîëüçîâàíèåì äàííûõ

ýêñïåðèìåíòà CLAS eg3, âûïîëíåííîãî â ëàáîðàòîðèè èì. Äæåôôåðñîíà (ÑØÀ).

Äàííûå ïîëó÷åíû ïðè ïîïàäàíèè ôîòîííîãî ïó÷êà ñ ýíåðãèåé äî 5.75 ÃýÂ â ìèøåíü

èç æèäêîãî äåéòåðèÿ, èìåþùóþ äëèíó 40 ñì. Èññëåäîâàí ìàõàíèçì êîãåðåíòíîãî

ðîæäåíèÿ âåêòîðíûõ ìåçîíîâ, â ÷àñòíîñòè, ½0 ìåçîíîâ, íà äåéòðîíå. Îáñóæäåíû

êðèòåðèè âûäåëåíèÿ êîãåðåíòíî ðàññåÿííûõ ñîáûòèé â ýêñêëþçèâíîé ðåàêöèè

°d ! ¼+¼¡d. Ïîêàçàío, ÷òî ýêñêëþçèâíûå îòðåçêè ñ ó÷åòîì çàêîíà ñîõðàíåíèÿ

ýíåðãèè è èìïóëüñà, à òàêæå îòðåçêè âðåìåíè ðîæäåíèÿ ÷àñòèö èìåþò ðåùàþùåå

çíà÷åíèå ïðè âûäåëåíèè êîãåðåíòíîãî ðîæäåíèÿ ( ¼+¼¡ ) ïàð èç ôèçè÷åñêîãî ôîíà,

îáóñëîâëåííîãî, â îñíîâíîì, ðàññåÿíèåì íà ïðîòîíå, íàõîäÿùåìñÿ â ñîñòàâå

äåéòðîíà.

Ü. è. ´³É³ë³ÝÛ³Ý, ê. ¶. êï»÷³ÝÛ³Ý, ². ê. ¸³Ý³·áõÉÛ³Ý

ÎáÑ»ñ»Ýï ÍÝí³Í ( ¼+¼¡ ) ½áõÛ·Ç ÝáõÛÝ³Ï³Ý³óáõÙÁ µ³ñÓñ ¿Ý»ñ·Ç³Ûáí ýáïáÝÇ

¹»ÛïñáÝÇó óñÙ³Ý Å³Ù³Ý³Ï

æ»ýý»ñëáÝÇ ³Ýí³Ý É³µáñ³ïáñÇ³ÛáõÙ (²ØÜ) Çñ³Ï³Ý³óí³Í CLAS eg3 ·Çï³÷áñÓÇ

ïíÛ³ÉÝ»ñÇ ÑÇÙ³Ý íñ³ Ñ»ï³½áïí»É ¿ ( ¼+¼¡ ) ½áõÛ·Ç ÏáÑ»ñ»Ýï ýáïáÍÝáõÙÁ: îíÛ³ÉÝ»ñÇ

Ñ³í³ù³·ñáõÙÁ Ï³ï³ñí»É ¿ ÙÇÝã»õ 5.75 ¶¿ì ¿Ý»ñ·Ç³Ûáí ýáïáÝÝ»ñÇ ÷áË³½¹»óáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ñ»ÕáõÏ

¹»Ûï»ñÇáõÙÇ 40 ëÙ-Ýáó ÃÇñ³ËÇ Ñ»ï ¹Çï³ñÏ»ÉÇë: üÇ½ÇÏ³ÛÇ ï»ë³ÝÏÛáõÝÇó ³ßË³ï³ÝùÇ

ÑÇÙÝ³íáñáõÙÁ ¹»ÛïñáÝÇ íñ³ í»Ïïáñ Ù»½áÝÝ»ñÇ‘ Ù³ëÝ³íáñ³å»ë ½0 Ù»½áÝÝ»ñÇ, ÏáÑ»ñ»Ýï

ýáïáÍÝÙ³Ý Ù»Ë³ÝÇ½ÙÇ áõëáõÙ³ëÇñáõÃÛáõÝÝ ¿: øÝÝ³ñÏí³Í »Ý °d ! ¼+¼¡d é»³ÏóÇ³ÛáõÙ

ÏáÑ»ñ»Ýï Ù³ëÝÇÏÝ»ñÇ ÁÝïñÙ³Ý ã³÷³ÝÇßÝ»ñÁ: òáõÛó ¿ ïñí³Í, áñ ¿ùëÏÉÛáõ½Çí é»³ÏóÇ³ÛÇ

å³ÛÙ³ÝÝ»ñáõÙ ¿Ý»ñ·Ç³ÛÇ »õ ÇÙåáõÉëÇ å³Ñå³ÝÙ³Ý ûñ»ÝùÇ û·ï³·áñÍáõÙÁ, ÇÝãå»ë Ý³»õ

Ù³ëÝÇÏÝ»ñÇ ÍÝÙ³Ý Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ ïñí³Í ë³ÑÙ³Ý³÷³ÏáõÙÁ Ï³ñ»õáñ Ýß³Ý³ÏáõÃÛáõÝ áõÝ»Ý

ÏáÑ»ñ»Ýï ÍÝí³Í ( ¼+¼¡ ) ½áõÛ·Ç ï³ñ³Ýç³ïÙ³Ý Ñ³Ù³ñ‘ ¹»ÛïñáÝÇ Ï³½ÙÇ Ù»ç ÙïÝáÕ åñáïáÝÇ
íñ³ óñáõÙÇó ³é³ç³óáÕ ýÇ½ÇÏ³Ï³Ý ýáÝÇó:
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